
 

1st RESUME  1st

HOOK 
Clear and easy to read name
address professional? Sections clearly defined with headlines? 
role/job title you are after and 

__________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________

KEYWORDS 
Approx 9-18 bullet points of key skills highlighting your exp
technical language, industry lingo. Some will match job vacancy keywords and 
for each application for different industries

__________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________

STORIES 
Career stories are what you share with family, friends, 
achievements, or challenges. Think about 
sports/activities), how you saved time, did 

__________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________

BENEFITS 
First section - the summary
key needs, you’re offering them the 
qualified or can do the job 

__________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________

EXPERIENCE 
What have you done – sports, home, travel, school 

__________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________
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st JOB - 4 KEY RESUME ELEMENTS

name/contact details - never in a textbox or header
Sections clearly defined with headlines? Target the headline for the 

job title you are after and what benefit you have to offer. 

__________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________

18 bullet points of key skills highlighting your exposure in that specific field 
technical language, industry lingo. Some will match job vacancy keywords and 
for each application for different industries. 

__________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________

you share with family, friends, and team mates based on 
achievements, or challenges. Think about what you did well - add numbers (people involved in 

how you saved time, did it better, overcame challenges (never

__________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________

the summary - needs to be written last! Adapted to meet each
key needs, you’re offering them the sizzle - what makes you different to everyone else who

can do the job - WHY they need to call you for an interview!  

__________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________

sports, home, travel, school - what have you been a part of, involved in, or experienced?

__________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________
 
 

ELEMENTS 

box or header? Is your email 
Target the headline for the 

____________________________________________________________________ 
____________________________________________________________________ 

in that specific field – think 
technical language, industry lingo. Some will match job vacancy keywords and must be adapted 

____________________________________________________________________ 
_____________________________________________________ 

based on experience, 
people involved in 

never a list of duties). 

____________________________________________________________________ 
____________________________________________________________________ 

each job application’s 
to everyone else who’s 

____________________________________________________________________ 
____________________________________________________________________ 

what have you been a part of, involved in, or experienced?  

_________________________________________________________________________ 
_________________________________________________________________________ 

___________________________________________________________ 
_________________________________________________________________________ 



OLD TEMPLATE

 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
STORYTELLING 
Think about a time where you excelled at team work, were travelling
was there, what were you doing, how did it feel? What difference were you making? 
how were you feeling in that moment? 
 

 

 

 

Where did this happen? 
 

What difference did you make?  
 

 

If you could give one word to the skill you used to do this, what would you call it?
 

 

OLD TEMPLATE                                YESUME

 

where you excelled at team work, were travelling, or something interesting happened
was there, what were you doing, how did it feel? What difference were you making? What was going on and 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

If you could give one word to the skill you used to do this, what would you call it? 
 

YESUME 

or something interesting happened. Who 
What was going on and 

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  


